TAKING THE GUESS

VIRUS FREE

OUT OF

FRUIT TREES

WHEN TO IRRIGATE
Virus diseases of fruit trees are a
serious problem because the disease is
passed on when the trees are propagated
by grafting or budding.
disease-free

We must have

propagating

stock

for

healthy fruit orchards.

Unlike rain, irrigation water is not free, nor is it inexhaustible. Even
when water is cheap,

over-irrigation is bad; it can rinse plant nutrients

from the soil and cause drainage problems. Maximum production of highest quality crops with a minimum of water application is the goal of research

The IR-2 Project is a national co-

on evaporation pan irrigation scheduling.

operative project that takes the best
available stock of fruit varieties and

!

A bud from a new variety to be tested
1' is grafted to a virus indicator plant.

indexes it to verify freedom from virus
diseases.

The tested varieties are

Through research, we have learned how to correlate evaporation from
a pEm with the amount of water that plants actually use from the soil.
have applied this knowledge by starting a service.

We

Daily evaporation data

grafted to indicator plants that react

are supplied to the news media from the research centers and by the

violently to viruses, some of which may

Cooperative Extension Service.

not have shown visible symptoms in the

efficiently, without crop damage from under-irrigation or waste from too

stock. Only the virus-free varieties are

much water.

Farmers use these reports to irrigate

saved for further propagation.

These

stocks

are

available

to

scientists throughout the United States and
foreign countries for research or as
foundation stocks for increase and release
to the fruit industry.

! The indicator
T reacted violently

plant on the right has
to viruses passed to
it through the graft union.

~ Daily reading of the
evaporation pan is necessary in order to calculate
water use by crops and when
to irrigate.

